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This article presents an analysis and the resulting limits on light dark matter inelastically scattering off of
electrons, and on dark photon and axionlike particle absorption, using a second-generation SuperCDMS
high-voltage eV-resolution detector. The 0.93 g Si detector achieved a 3 eV phonon energy resolution; for a
detector bias of 100 V, this corresponds to a charge resolution of 3% of a single electron-hole pair. The
energy spectrum is reported from a blind analysis with 1.2 g-days of exposure acquired in an above-ground
laboratory. With charge carrier trapping and impact ionization effects incorporated into the dark matter
signal models, the dark matter-electron cross section σ̄e is constrained for dark matter masses from 0.5 to
104 MeV=c2; in the mass range from 1.2 to 50 eV=c2 the dark photon kinetic mixing parameter ε and the
axioelectric coupling constant gae are constrained. The minimum 90% confidence-level upper limits within
the above-mentioned mass ranges are σ̄e ¼ 8.7 × 10−34 cm2, ε ¼ 3.3 × 10−14, and gae ¼ 1.0 × 10−9.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.091101

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past two decades, many significant con-
straints on weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP)
dark matter (DM) for masses above 10 GeV=c2 have been
published (e.g., [1–10], and references therein). In contrast
to the standard WIMP, well-motivated alternative models at
masses below a few GeV=c2 that require at least one new
gauge boson to satisfy the observed relic density remain
relatively unexplored [11]. We undertook a search for such
candidates with a SuperCDMS high-voltage eV-resolution
(HVeV) detector [12–14]. We constrain three DM candi-
dates: (i) light DM χ, referring to thermal DM particles that
inelastically scatter with electrons via a new dark sector
force mediator [15,16]; (ii) dark photons V that kinetically
mix with Standard Model photons [17–19]; and (iii) axion-
like particles (ALPs) that are absorbed by an atom via the
axioelectric effect [20–22]. These candidates can create
electron-hole (e−hþ) pairs in the phonon-mediated cryo-
genic silicon HVeV detector.
In a prior work [12], we undertook an above-

ground search with a first-generation Si HVeV detector.
Contemporaneously, the SENSEI Collaboration reported
an underground search with Skipper CCDs [23]. Both
works excluded new parameter space for light DM scatter-
ing and dark photon absorption in similar mass ranges but
did not report on the axioelectric coupling, which is most
strongly constrained by astronomical observations [24–27].
In this work, we analyze a slightly larger above-ground
exposure of 1.2 g-days of a second-generation Si HVeV

detector with the same dimensions but modified sensor
design compared to Ref. [12], leading to an improved
phonon energy resolution as good as σE ¼ 3 eV at the
single-e−hþ-pair energy (3% charge resolution for a 100 V
bias). Using signal models that include the contributions
from charge carrier trapping and impact ionization, we
report the constraints obtained from a blind analysis on χ
scattering for DM masses from 0.5 to 104 MeV=c2, as well
as V and ALP absorption for masses from 1.2 to 50 eV=c2.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The data were acquired in a surface laboratory at
Northwestern University (Evanston, Illinois), with the
overburden and environmental radioactivity of a typical
steel-concrete building. The detector is made of a 0.93 g
high-purity Si crystal (1 × 1 × 0.4 cm3). We clamped the
detector between two printed circuit boards for thermal
sinking and electrical connections. To reject correlated
environmental noise, we installed an anticoincidence (veto)
detector adjacent to the HVeV detector in the same light-
tight copper housing mounted to the cold finger of an
adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR). More infor-
mation about the detector setup and the infrared radiation
shield is available in Ref. [14].
SuperCDMS HVeV detectors measure phonons created

by particle interactions in the Si crystals with two distrib-
uted channels of quasiparticle-trap-assisted electrothermal-
feedback TESs1 (QETs) [14]. The QETs fabricated on this
device have a superconducting transition temperature
Tc ≈ 65 mK. One QET channel is a square with a sensitive
area of 0.5 cm2, and the other is a surrounding frame of
equal area. Both are on the detector’s top surface. On the
bottom surface, an aluminum grid with 5% surface cover-
age provides a uniform electric field between the two
surfaces. The veto detector consists of a single TES on a
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thin Si wafer that is identical to the TES described in
Ref. [29] but with Tc ≈ 52 mK.
We cycled the ADR daily from 4 K to the base

temperature and then regulated it at 50–52 mK during
data taking to obtain a 10–12 h per day hold time [14].
To induce Neganov-Trofimov-Luke (NTL) amplification
[30,31], the aluminum grid was biased at Vbias ¼ 100 V
while the QETs and detector housing were held at ground
potential. At the start of each daily cycle, we set the
operating point of each QET to ∼300 mΩ (about 45% of its
normal-state resistance) and recalibrated the detector using
a 635-nm laser that was fiber-coupled from room temper-
ature. Each QET was read out with a dc superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) at 1 K operated in a
flux-locked feedback loop, and the signals were digitized
continuously at 1.51 MHz. The laser intensity was adjusted
to achieve a mean number of e−hþ pairs per pulse between
1 and 4, which produced enough events for calibration up
to seven e−hþ pairs per event. We also took a dedicated
laser dataset in which we varied the crystal temperature but
held the QETs at their nominal operating point; we used
this dataset to reconstruct the temperature dependence of
the QET responsivity.

III. DATA COLLECTION AND EVENT
RECONSTRUCTION

A raw exposure of 3.0 g-days was collected over 7 days
during April and May of 2019. By partitioning the
continuous-acquisition data stream into 10-s-long intervals,
we performed a three-stage blind analysis. To avoid bias,
both the blinding scheme and unblinding procedure were
determined before data taking commenced. The first
second of each interval, i.e., 10% of the data, was used
to develop the analysis pipeline but was not included in the
final spectrum. As a consistency check, data from the
second and third seconds of each interval were unblinded to
verify that the analysis pipeline was indeed invariant under
the presence of a larger statistical sample; limit results were
not produced during this unblinding step. Given that the
initial unblinding satisfied the aforementioned condition,
we unblinded the remaining data and analyzed seconds
2–10 from each data partition, i.e., 90% of the data defined
as the DM-search data, to extract the final results.
To identify physics events, we triggered on pulses within

the continuous-acquisition data stream offline. To issue
triggers, we first applied a matched filter to the data stream
using an exponential pulse template (20 μs rise time and
80 μs fall time) and then set a trigger threshold equivalent
to ∼0.4 e−hþ pairs for event identification. The event
trigger time is set at the time at which the triggered pulse is
at its maximum in order to avoid correlations between
trigger time and pulse amplitude. After verifying that the
two QET channels on the HVeV detector have equal gain,
this trigger scheme was applied to the sum of the two
channels’ data streams and separately to the veto detector.

Pulse energy and time were reconstructed using an
optimal filter (OF) algorithm [32,33]. The OF algorithm
requires a pulse template and the noise power spectral
density (PSD). We constructed the pulse template for the
OF algorithm from the laser-calibration event pulses with
high-frequency noise filtered out. We measured the noise
PSD on an hourly basis to account for variations of the
environmental noise, using the first 100 seconds of each
one-hour data partition with triggered pulses removed. The
pulse amplitude and time that minimize the frequency-
domain χ2 were determined within a time window of
[−678 μs, þ2034 μs] centered on the trigger. These ampli-
tude and time quantities of the OF algorithm were also used
to compute a time-domain χ2 which was used later in the
analysis. Given that the precut trigger rate for the DM-
search data was ∼11 Hz, the 2.7-ms-long trigger window
allows the OF algorithm to enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio of the pulses while maintaining a small percent-level
probability of pile-up pulses.
Temperature fluctuations at the detector and small

variations in the HV bias resulted in a small variation
(<1%) in the detector gain. We used the quantized e−hþ-
pair peaks in the aforementioned temperature-controlled
sample spectrum, as well as the daily laser-calibration
spectra, to linearly correct for the temperature and voltage
dependencies. We then corrected for nonlinearities in the
detector response with a second-order polynomial.
To calibrate the OF pulse amplitudes to energies we

rescaled the e−hþ-pair peaks assuming

En ¼ nðEγ þ e · VbiasÞ; ð1Þ

where n denotes the n-photon absorption peak, Eγ ¼
1.95 eV is the laser photon energy, and e is the absolute
value of the electron charge. Figure 1 (top panel) shows
the resulting spectra from the DM-search and laser-
calibration data.

IV. DATA SELECTION

To ensure accurate event reconstruction, individual
live-time intervals from the DM-search and laser-calibra-
tion data were discarded (cut) based on various criteria:
(i) the ADR temperature to exclude data outside the range
of the temperature calibration; (ii) the prepulse baseline
averaged over one-second intervals to reject periods of
time when the detector was still recovering from a
preceding high-energy deposition; and (iii) the trigger
rate to remove bursts of triggers not consistent with the
expected temporal Poisson distribution of the DMmodels.
The trigger-rate cut was not applied to the laser-calibration
data. The data remaining after these live-time cuts define
the science exposure for this analysis and yielded a DM-
search exposure of 1.2 g-days.
To reject poorly reconstructed events in the DM-search

exposure, a set of event-by-event data-quality cuts were
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applied based on (i) the difference between the OF-
determined pulse time and the event trigger time to reject
noise triggers and pulses affected by pile-up events; (ii) the
event-by-event average prepulse baseline to ensure the
detector is at a steady working condition before an event
occurs; and (iii) the energy-dependent frequency- and time-
domain χ2 quantities to remove pile-up events and baseline
excursions that are unlikely to have been caused by DM
triggers. To define the cuts, we determined the nominal
distributions of each parameter using the laser-calibration
data and discarded events in the DM-search exposure
exhibiting an excursion of >3σ in any of these parameters.
Lastly, we rejected events with a coincident triggered event

in the veto detector that could have been induced by
above-band-gap RF electromagnetic waves. However,
because the Tc of the veto detector was close to the
ADR base temperature, its performance was suboptimal
and rejected only 0.5% of events in the DM-search
exposure. The event-by-event data-quality cuts combined
removed 8.6% and 32.7% of events from the laser-
calibration data and DM-search data, respectively, with
an energy dependence shown by the efficiency curve in
the bottom panel of Fig. 1. The two χ2 cuts were the most
effective at event rejection.
The cut efficiency as a function of phonon energy was

determined using the laser-calibration data after applying
the live-time cuts to pulses coincident with the laser trigger
signal. Pile-up events that occurred within a laser-event
trigger window were included as part of the efficiency
calculation. The binned efficiency ϵðEiÞ is the fraction of
events in the ith bin that pass the quality cuts. We expect the
efficiency to be smooth; however, our measurement of
ϵðEiÞ shown in Fig. 1 (bottom panel) has both statistical
fluctuations and systematic uncertainty. In order to avoid
folding these effects into the final results, we fit a smooth
function to ϵðEiÞ and assigned a conservative envelope that
accounts for the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
systematic uncertainty is due to pile-up events that were not
rejected by the live-time cuts, resulting in a misreconstruc-
tion of the energy. Although this envelope was propagated
as part of the total experimental uncertainty in the final
results, we verified that it is not the dominant source of
uncertainty.
The energy region of interest (ROI) for this analysis is

50–650 eV. The lower bound guarantees inclusion of the
full single-e−hþ-pair peak at 100 V bias and a trigger
efficiency consistent with unity. We set the upper bound at
650 eV to focus on the corresponding low-mass ranges
where this analysis has competitive sensitivity.

V. RESULTS

A. DM signal models

The blinded DM-search data were analyzed to set
exclusion limits on light DM χ scattering as well as dark
photon V and ALP absorption. The DM models for χ, V,
and ALPs are identical to those used in Refs. [12,34]. We
set limits on the kinetic mixing parameter ε for V, the
axioelectric coupling gae for ALPs, and the effective DM-
electron cross section σ̄e for χ. In all cases we assume that
the respective DM candidate constitutes all of the galactic
DMwith a local mass density of ρDM ¼ 0.3 GeV c−2 cm−3.
The V and ALP absorption rates are proportional to the

photoelectric absorption cross section σpe of the Si detector.
Discrepancies in the literature for σpe [35–50] for regions
within our analysis range led us to define nominal, upper,
and lower photoelectric cross-section curves to accommo-
date the range of published values. The nominal σpe curve

FIG. 1. The top panel shows the DM-search spectrum (red) in
units of event rate per 3 eV bin (left y axis) and the laser-
calibration spectrum (blue) in units of events per 3 eV bin (right y
axis). Both spectra show the data measured with a detector bias of
100 Vafter applying the live-time and data-quality cuts. The peak
seen at ∼50 eV in the DM-search data is due to nonquantized
events restricted to the outer QET channel [14]. Light gray-
shaded regions on the left- and right-hand sides mark the energy
ranges outside the region of interest; vertical lines correspond to
the phonon energy En of the n-photon absorption peak [Eq. (1)].
The black curve is an example of a signal produced by electron-
recoiling dark matter particles with a mass of 1 GeV=c2 and form
factor FDM ∝ 1=q2. This model assumes a Fano factor of
F ¼ 0.155, an impact ionization (II) probability of 2%, and a
charge trapping (CT) probability that varies from 0% to 15%
shown by the hatched region. The curve is scaled to the dark
matter-electron cross section σ̄e that sets the limit at the second
e−hþ-pair peak. The bottom panel shows the binned efficiency
data ϵðEiÞ (gray solid line), where the corresponding shaded
region indicates the 1σ statistical uncertainty in each bin. The red
dashed curve is the efficiency curve, and the corresponding
shaded region is the conservative efficiency uncertainty envelope,
which accounts for the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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follows the approach taken in Ref. [51], with data from
Ref. [42] for photon energies below 1 keV.
The upper and lower σpe curves are derived from tracing

upper and lower bounds of the published data after
applying temperature corrections, along with the nominal
curve data that did not have temperature corrections
applied. The corrections account for the temperature
dependence of indirect, phonon-assisted absorption that
occurs at energies below the direct band gap (∼3 eV). We
followed the methodology and analytical model for photon
absorption found in Ref. [52] to extrapolate the data below
4 eV to a temperature of 50 mK.
This analysis adopted the same ionization production

model as used in Ref. [12] to compute the mean number of
e−hþ pairs neh produced for an interaction with a given
recoil or absorption energy. For recoil or absorption
energies above the Si band gap Egap ¼ 1.2 eV but below
the average energy per e−hþ pair ϵeh ¼ 3.8 eV, neh ¼ 1;
for energies above ϵeh, we determined e−hþ pair proba-
bilities from binomial distributions using selected Fano
factor values, F.
The total phonon energy measured for an event, Eph, is

the recoil or absorption energy Er plus the energy produced
by the NTL effect:

Eph ¼ Er þ neh · e · Vbias; ð2Þ

where the ionization production model and Fano sta-
tistics determine the distribution for neh. We combined
the signal models with a charge trapping (CT) and
impact ionization (II) likelihood model, which mainly
contributes to the distribution of events between quan-
tized e−hþ-pair peaks [53]. Charge trapping occurs when
an electron or hole falls into a charge vacancy in the
crystal, reducing the total number of electrons or holes
that traverse the entire detector and lowering the mea-
sured energy for an event. Impact ionization occurs
when a moving charge in the crystal liberates an addi-
tional loosely bound charge, thereby increasing the
measured energy for an event.
We determined the CT and II probabilities by fitting the

model used in Ref. [53] to the laser-calibration data. The
results from the fit are 11� 3% and 2þ3

−2% for the CT and II
probabilities, respectively, and were subsequently used to
generate the signal models. Because we were unable to
determine an energy dependence of the energy resolution
within the ROI for this analysis (50–650 eV), the signal
models were convolved with a weighted average energy
resolution: σhEi ¼ 3.6 eV. We determined σhEi by averag-
ing over the resolutions of the first six Gaussian-fitted
e−hþ-pair peaks from the combined laser-calibration data
weighted by the corresponding uncertainty in each peak.
Lastly, we multiplied each signal model by the efficiency
curve (bottom panel of Fig. 1) as well as the exposure

(1.2 g-days). An example of a 1 GeV=c2 light DM signal
model is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1.

B. Limit setting

The Poisson exclusion limit for each DM model was
calculated independently for the first six e−hþ-pair peaks
using a limit setting window of �3σhEi centered on each
peak using a signal-only hypothesis. By weighting each
peak based on their Poissonian contribution to account for
the look-elsewhere effect, we selected the lowest limit
among the individual e−hþ-pair peaks at each DM mass to
obtain a final limit with a 90% confidence level (C.L.).
This limit calculation differs from Ref. [12], which

determined the limits using the optimum interval (OI)
method [54,55]. Due to the improved energy resolution
of this analysis compared to Ref. [12], the OI method was
found to be overly sensitive to the shape of the expected
DM signals measured in the detector and thus to the effects
of CT and II, leading to systematic uncertainties that are
difficult to estimate. In contrast, the Poisson method
applied to this analysis is insensitive to these systematic
effects. A comparison of the two methods finds up to a
factor of 2 stronger limits with the OI method due to the
sensitivity to the model shape (the same comparison
performed on the Ref. [12] analysis results in no such
difference due to the poorer energy resolution). In this
analysis we used the more conservative Poisson limit
setting method, as it is more effective at constraining the
systematic uncertainties.
To quantify the impact of systematic uncertainties, the

limits were recalculated with Gaussian distributed random
variates for the energy calibration, energy resolution, CT
and II fractions, and efficiency, according to their corre-
sponding means and uncertainties. For the photoelectric
absorption cross section, we made a random choice
between the lower, upper, and nominal curves. At each
mass, we took the average from all trials and used the �1σ
equivalent values from the resulting limit distribution as the
limit uncertainty. The limits and their propagated uncer-
tainty are calculated separately using three different values
for the Fano factor: the one measured at high energy,
F ¼ 0.155 [56], and the values of F ¼ 10−4 and F ¼ 0.3
assumed to cover the systematic uncertainty of the Fano
factor at these energies.
Figures 2 and 3 show the limits on χ scattering and V or

ALP absorption, respectively, compared to existing
limits. The limits on χ assume a DM form factor of either
FDM ¼ 1 or FDM ∝ 1=q2 [57]. The light blue bands
representing our estimates of the systematic uncertainty
envelops the �1σ values of all three limits obtained using
the different Fano factor assumptions in the ionization
model. At most masses, the uncertainty bands are domi-
nated by the varying Fano factor assumption; the exception
is for ≲4 eV=c2 in the V and ALP absorption models,
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where the uncertainty is dominated by the discrepancy in
the photoelectric absorption cross section.

VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The limits in Figs. 2 and 3 are remarkably close to those
from our previous run [12] despite the ∼2.5 times larger
exposure. They are in fact weaker at some masses due to the
higher observed event rate in the third e−hþ-pair peak
coupled with the higher CT and II probabilities in this
measurement, as well as the use of a more conservative
limit setting method (see Ref. [53] for recent CT and II
measurements of the detector used in Ref. [12]). Table I
compares the efficiency-corrected event rates for each
e−hþ-pair peak within a �3σE window. The event rate
observed in each peak is similar in this run compared to
Ref. [12] despite a different detector design, cryostat,
location, overburden, and shielding.

Another 0.39 g-days of data were taken with a bias of
60 V across the detector in order to determine if the results
are voltage dependent. Table I shows that the resulting
event rate for each number of e−hþ pairs is similar to the
corresponding rate from the 100 V data, suggesting a
voltage-independent result. Furthermore, the event rate
above the first e−hþ-pair peak is comparable to that seen
in other charge-readout experiments [12,23,58,59] and
adds to the growing narrative of unexplained, OðHz=kgÞ
low-energy excesses measured in many sub-GeV DM
searches (Refs. [64–66], and references therein). This result
from our detector with unparalleled energy resolution

FIG. 3. 90% C.L. limits on the dark photon (V) kinetic mixing
parameter ε (top) and axioelectric coupling constant gae (bottom)
with Fano factor of 0.155 (solid blue curve). The light blue band
represents our estimate of the systematic uncertainty, which for
masses ≳4 × 10−3 keV=c2 is dominated by varying the Fano
factor assumption in the ionization model from F ¼ 10−4 to 0.3;
for masses ≲4 × 10−3 keV=c2, the uncertainty is dominated by
the discrepancy in the photoelectric absorption cross section.
Other direct detection constraints shown for V and ALPs include
SuperCDMS Soudan [34] (maroon), XENON10 (teal), and
XENON100 (purple) [63]; additional constraints on V include
SuperCDMS HVeV R1 [12] (red), DAMIC [58] (green), SENSEI
[23] (orange), EDELWEISS [59] (salmon), and anomalous
energy loss mechanisms in the Sun [24]. For the axioelectric
coupling, the entire region shown is disfavored by the observed
cooling of red giant [25,26] and white dwarf stars [26,27].

FIG. 2. 90% C.L. limits on the effective dark matter-electron
scattering cross section with form factor FDM ¼ 1 (top) and
FDM ∝ 1=q2 (bottom) and with Fano factor of 0.155 (solid
blue curve). The light blue band represents our estimate of the
systematic uncertainty, which is dominated by varying the Fano
factor assumption in the ionization model from F ¼ 10−4 to 0.3.
Other direct detection constraints shown include SuperCDMS
HVeV R1 [12] (red), DAMIC [58] (green), SENSEI [23]
(orange), EDELWEISS [59] (gray), XENON10 [60,61] (teal),
and XENON1T [62] (pink).
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provides a new dataset that can contribute to understanding
the origin of these unknown background events. A third
run with an identically designed detector is planned in a
shallow underground site with 255 m.w.e. overburden
(NEXUS Facility [11]) to probe the correlation between
the unknown events and known environmental background
sources. The upcoming run will use a dilution refrigerator
that does not require temperature cycling (eliminating
potential effects related to long cooling times of the
detector materials) and will use multiple detectors to
improve upon the coincident veto method and further
our understanding of the unidentified lower-energy back-
ground sources.
Finally, due to the significant impact that charge trapping

and impact ionization have on the signal reconstruction,
there is an ongoing effort toward understanding these
charge propagation effects and investigating factors that
influence them. A DM model spectrum with CT and II
included is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. The black
curve shows the DM signal model for a 1 GeV=c2 light
DM particle with form factor FDM ∝ 1=q2, scaled to the
limit of excluded σ̄e, using an II probability of 2%. The CT
probability shown by the hatched region is varied from 0%

to 15%. Although the DM signal model shown in Fig. 1 is
compared to the DM-search spectrum, the CT and II values
were determined using the laser-calibration dataset. The
excess observed in between-peak regions comparing the
DM signal model and the DM-search spectrum suggests
that CT and II effects alone are insufficient to explain these
events. For this model and limit-setting scheme, these
processes do not determine the ultimate sensitivity.
However, lower CT and II rates combined with a more
robust understanding [67,68] will allow us to use the region
between the peaks in the limit-setting procedure to improve
the sensitivity of future analyses, as well as to fully utilize
the improved resolution of this detector for additional
background discrimination.
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